
Stephen. Obviously, you and I are good Australian 
drivers, and that Ricciardo chap’s not bad, either. 
The rest are pretty awful.

UNCERTAIN FUTURE
Is it worth buying an older Holden — say, 2012 
onwards — as a second-hand car? Or, as 
Holden is closing, should I buy another brand?
Kelly Broadbent, email
It depends on which used Holden you’re 
considering. A Captiva, Cruze or Barina? Not good 
used buys, whether or not Holden survived. I 
could recommend an Astra Hatch, VF 
Commodore or current ZB Commodore — all good 
cars and often cheaper than rivals. Holden has 
promised to honour all existing warranties, 
guarantees and free scheduled servicing. It has 
committed to providing servicing and spare parts 
for at least 10 years and there’ll be “ongoing call 
centre support.” Currently the best value Holdens 
are ex-dealer demonstrators. I’d stretch to one of 

those rather than anything older — the resale may 
be terrible but the price you pay will already be 
massively reduced, lessening the hit.

HARD TO TOP
I own an Abarth 124 Spider. I came across a 
YouTube video showing a GT version with 
removable hardtop. I’d love one — could it be 
sold as an aftermarket part in Australia?
Fred Hill, email
Sweet ride. The Abarth 124 GT shown at Geneva in 
2018 had a removable carbon-fibre hardtop 
weighing just 16kg. Buying the hardtop on its own 
isn’t easy, though it’s clearly in demand. An FCA 
spokeswoman told me: “Unfortunately that 
removable hardtop is not an available option in the 
Australian market and there are no plans in the 
pipeline.” A German website lists them for 3500 
euros ($6000) but they’re not available on the US 
Mopar genuine accessories website. Looks like 
you’re “stuck” with open-air motoring. 

I’ve been a Mazda fan for years, so recently 
drove the new CX-30. It’s beautiful and lovely 
to drive. But why the weird splash of colour 
across the dashboard and doors? It looks 
terrible. It put me off and I’m now looking at a 
Kia Seltos.
Graeme Williams, email

Mazda’s gone two-tone with its CX-30 cabin, 
breaking up an otherwise austere interior with 
contrast colour. The new Mazda3 does likewise — 
it looks subtle in some hues and more extrovert 
on others, as in burgundy on black (above). As 
you contend it’s not for everyone. The Seltos I 
have on test is reassuringly black on black inside.

OFF 
COLOUR

R O A D S I D E  A S S I S T

I’ve just bought a Kia Rio GT-Line and the 
features, handling, price and warranty are 
outstanding. But I find the tyres, Continental 
ContiSportContact 2, are teeth-jarring and 
noisy over different road surfaces. Don’t 
expect a quiet conversation with passengers. 
Are they suitable for Australian roads? I’ve 
found Michelins quieter and softer on other 
vehicles I’ve owned. Should I give feedback to 
the Kia dealer outlining my concern?
Glenn Readman, email
When I tested the Rio GT-Line, I shared your 
findings. Brilliant balance and steering, and the 
tyres had impressive grip. On good road surfaces 
the road noise wasn’t intrusive but, yes, on poor 
surfaces it struggled. By all means share your 
feedback with Kia — but the road noise and 
occasional crashy ride are fair trade-offs for such 
cornering ability. When the Continentals wear out, 
consider something like a Michelin alternative if 
the road noise ruins your driving experience. 
Interestingly, Kia changed tyres from Continentals 
to Michelins for its Stinger model due to early wear 
rates. 

SUPERSIZE ME
I recently bought a Nissan Pathfinder Ti fitted 
with 20-inch wheels. I was dismayed to find it 
has a space-saver spare. I intend to do some 
travelling so looked for a full-size spare. Nissan 
quoted me $1200 for a matching rim. Instead, I 
found a set of four matching rims for the same 
price from a private sale. The full-size spare fits 
into the space-saver’s mounts under the car, so 
why aren’t they standard fit? Pathfinders are 
popular in the US. Do they have full-size spares? 
Nick Marathakis, email
All Australian Pathfinders come with a space-saver 
spare, not just your range-topping Ti. This reflects 
the model becoming a bit soft over the years: it’s a 
seven-seater more commonly found on urban 
school runs than tackling desert tracks (previous 
generation Pathfinders were proper, dual-range 
4WDs). You’ve done the right thing getting a full-
size spare before a big trip, and good to know a 20-
inch wheel fits the cavity. For the record, American 
Pathfinders also use a pesky space-saver.

BAD ADVICE
None of your SUV suggestions for a planned 
trip around Australia have full-size spare 
wheels. You should have addressed this. We 
travelled 32,000km around Australia in a 1999 
Toyota Camry and its full-size spare was an 
essential part of our travelling criteria. I might 
add we never got a flat doing these epic trips.
Michael Murray, email
Fair call. It shows how rare full-size spares are 
these days. As with Mr Marathakis’ letter above, 
owners should be proactive and buy a proper 
spare before venturing far afield. Not many will be 
as lucky as your no flat experience!

EMPTY SHELVES
As much as I like your column, can you stop 
promoting the Toyota RAV4 Hybrid — nobody 
can buy one! I ordered one in October and am 
still waiting. It’s a long time to have a deposit 
with a dealer.
Mike Gocs, email
Seems a six-month wait is typical, sadly. I agree, it’s 
a huge barrier to purchase but the car itself 
shouldn’t be punished for Toyota’s inability to keep 
up with demand. The new rival, the Subaru 
Forester Hybrid, might steal some buyers — but it 
seems that’s already sold out until May. Hybrids 
are so hot now.

OFFENCE TAKEN
You say: “Australian drivers can barely merge 
into traffic successfully.” That’s a big statement. 
I’m 50, I’ve been driving since I was 17, I’ve 
never had an accident and I’ve got only one 
speeding ticket. Not everyone’s a bad driver.
Stephen Marine, email
Guilty as charged for the sweeping generalisation, 
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IAIN CURRY GETS ANSWERS

CONTINENTAL SHIFT

Long weekends often involve 
a motoring getaway or long 
distance day trip. That uses fuel. 

But while I can’t control petrol prices, 
I can offer some tips that could cut 
the cost of your trip.

Check your tyre pressures. If 
needed, inflate to the recommended 
level. This information is in the car 
handbook and usually on the door 
pillar.

Ditch the air-con. If the 
temperature is bearable without air 
conditioning, leave it off.

Get in the right gear. If you drive a 
manual car — congratulations, you’re 
in the minority — then change into 
top gear as soon as possible.

Change your oil and air filter. 
Dirty oil lowers engine efficiency, as 
does a blocked filter.

Give your vehicle a wash.  
A dirty car is not as wind resistant as 
a vehicle with clean surfaces. Mud 
caked on wheel arches and across the 
roof can impact fuel efficiency.

Remove roof racks. If you don’t 
need them to cart bicycles or canoes, 
take them off and you might get a 
small boost in fuel efficiency.

Clean out your boot. You’ll 
probably need some gear for your 
trip, but remove that cricket set 
you’re not going to use and ditch the 
back catalogue of Kylie CDs. That 
extra weight is making your vehicle’s 
engine work harder.

Lastly, consider your start and 
arrival times. If you can avoid traffic 
jams by altering when you drive, 
you’ll trim your fuel bill.

But there’s something much more 
valuable than money: your life. So 
drive cautiously and get home safely 
this long weekend.

Free spirit
SIMPLE 
MEASURES THAT 
COULD SAVE 
YOU HEAPS
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